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“This critical reading offers insight into Canadian histories of reproductive health access and the
manifold violence of Canada’s carcel system, while communicating the vital hope embedded in
politics and action at the intersection of reproductive justice and abolition.”
— Dr. Catherine Bryan, Dalhousie University
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“In Abortion to Abolition, Martha Paynter unflinchingly names the carceral state as the foremost
threat to reproductive justice in so-called Canada. Paynter takes great care to expose prisoners’
experiences of carceral maternity, demonstrating that incarceration (particularly of Indigenous
women) enables the continued separation of parents from their children, a fundamental design
element in any colonial project. After decades of frontline nursing and advocacy, Paynter deftly
illuminates that fight for reproductive justice doesn’t end with abortion access and must include
the fight to abolish the violence of prisons.”
— Meenakshi Mannoe, Vancouver Prison Justice Day Committee, Pivot Legal Society
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“This book sews together all of the various threads of reproductive justice work in the medical professions, academia, and advocacy into one comprehensive and accessible collection. The
stories that are told throughout remind us of our shared humanity and demonstrate clearly the
impact that interlocking systems of oppression have on our society. This book is a comprehensive, powerful, and essential resource for all of us working toward liberation.”
— Emilie Coyle, Executive Director, Canadian Association of Elizabeth Fry Societies
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he state of abortion access in Canada is unlike anywhere in the world. The 1988
Morgentaler decision resulted in complete decriminalization. A person cannot be
charged for having or providing an abortion for any reason, at any gestational age.
With few exceptions, medication and aspiration (surgical) abortion are funded by taxpayers, and patients do not pay for care out of pocket. Almost every primary care provider in the country, including family physicians and nurse practitioners, can prescribe
medication abortion. And bubble zone laws or hospital policies in many cities protect
patients from antichoice protestors at clinic entryways, so people can access care without fear of physical harassment or violence. Importantly, these provisions reflect the
unconditional support of a vast majority of people in Canada for the right to abortion.
A few persistent access barriers remain. Canada does not have enough competent,
confident abortion providers, especially outside large urban centres. The need to travel
to access abortion services remains a huge burden, the cost of which is often privatized.
Allowing more people, like midwives and nurses, to participate in procedural abortion
care and training more providers to do procedures at later gestational ages are both critical steps to improving access. Many noncitizens are currently excluded from publicly
funded care, but everyone should be eligible regardless of status. Temporary foreign
workers, international students and migrants deserve access to abortion. Contraception
should be covered under medicare. Finally, birth control remains a private expense,
which ignores the gendered experience of managing reproduction and the gendered
consequences of unplanned pregnancy.
Everyone needs to talk openly and often about abortion. Everyone needs to expand
their understanding of abortion — not only health care providers but all people who
could get pregnant or cause pregnancies. One-third of people who can get pregnant in
Canada will have an abortion in their lifetimes, and complications are extremely rare.
Abortion is common, normal and safe. It is basic reproductive health. It is self-care.
As a nurse educator, I noticed that even students in nursing school are not familiar
with the processes of aspiration or medication abortion, even though most of them are
women and people with a uterus and in an age group where abortion is particularly
common, and they could be assumed, based on their academic focus, to know about
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clinical issues. They are interested, forthright and enthusiastic. But the information is
not in their standard curriculum. I am working to change that. Meanwhile, I wanted
to write a book about abortion that was approachable and reassuring for my nursing
students and the general public alike — one that pushed understanding and action for
reproductive health and justice further.
I hope this book prompts more forward momentum for those aspects of reproductive justice that demand action and resolution beyond abortion, which has been the
focus of white feminist discourse and activism for decades. White feminism and neoliberal feminism centre the needs and concerns of white and middle-class women, such
as the right to abortion or to career advancement (Zakaria 2021). The dominance of
white feminism in colonial worldviews results in neglected or worsening conditions for
other groups of women, trans people and nonbinary people, such as state interference
in the family and police violence. Improved conditions for white women do not “trickle
down” to create improvements in conditions for all women. Rather, white women can
make gains on the backs of others (Loreto 2020; Phipps 2020).
I am a white bisexual cisgender woman working as a clinician, researcher and advocate in Atlantic Canada in the field of reproductive health and criminal justice. This
book reflects the beliefs and understandings I have come to from that very privileged
position, informed by the feminism and prison justice activism of many writers and
organizers who identify as Black, Indigenous and trans. This book sketches a broad
background to the current state of reproductive rights in Canada in the context of systemic colonialism, racism, classism, homophobia and transphobia. The chapters move
from bodily autonomy to abortion to the right to parent and to parent in safety — the
key tenets of reproductive justice, developed by women of colour in resistance to the
myopia of the white feminist focus on abortion. The term “reproductive justice” — a
merging of reproductive rights with social justice (Ross 2017) — speaks to the intersecting oppressions Black people, Indigenous people and people of colour experience
along with gender discrimination, as well as the complex changes in power needed for
reproductive liberation. The book closes with stories about parenting in prison and an
argument that prison abolition, another movement led by people of colour, is a necessary step towards reproductive freedom. Twenty years of engagement in reproductive
health and justice work has confirmed this necessity in my mind and informed how I
chose and told the stories here.
My work in abortion has spanned three Atlantic provinces, each with its own tumultuous and restrictive history of abortion access. When I worked in management for
the New Brunswick Department of Health in 2007, I negotiated to have every Tuesday
morning off, paid, so I could volunteer at the Fredericton Morgentaler Clinic a block
away from my office. At the time Dr. Henry Morgentaler was in a legal dispute with
the Department of Health over its refusal to pay for care at his clinic, an issue continuing today. An antichoice organization owned the building next to the clinic, and on
Tuesdays, when the physician came from out of town to perform the procedures, the
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clinic would be surrounded by protestors. We had a little team of “escorts” identified
by blue cotton aprons we wore over our coats, and it was our job to huddle around patients, talk over the sounds of the protestors and make sure every patient made it inside
safely. I found these few hours of volunteering per week to be much more fulfilling and
purposeful than any paid work I was doing at the time. For several years I fundraised
for Dr. Morgentaler’s legal battles in Fredericton, organizing a live event called Arts
Auction for Choice. Despite the conservative nature of the city, the arts scene is vibrant.
Prominent painters and ceramicists would contribute to the cause, and the auctions
were startlingly successful. The money raised went straight to Morgentaler’s legal defence fund, managed by the Abortion Rights Coalition of Canada.
After Morgentaler died in 2013 and the clinic lay empty, I was part of the group
that came to be called Reproductive Justice New Brunswick. As a collective, we crowdfunded nearly $200,000 towards a down payment on the clinic building. This was before platforms like GoFundMe became commonplace. A single supportive column by
Elizabeth Renzetti (2014) in the Globe and Mail instantly and exponentially buoyed
public support. We did not take on ownership of the property; instead, we gave the
funds to Dr. Adrian Edgar, a young family physician, and supported him in leading
the clinic’s reincarnation. He opened Clinic 554, a general family practice with a specialization in trans health care, and once a week was able to provide abortion services,
just as the Morgentaler Clinic had for twenty years. I still feel pride in our role in the
launch of Clinic 554 and disappointment it was forced to close in 2020, which I discuss
in Chapter 2.
Once the transition to Clinic 554 was sorted out, I shifted focus to the crisis on
Prince Edward Island (PEI). Abortion services had been unavailable in PEI since 1982.
I strategized with a team of activists that took the government to court over its unconstitutional ban on abortion services in 2016. The fight was won before a trial ever
started, and a full-service clinic was established in Summerside the next year. More
details about this battle are contained in Chapter 2.
After medication abortion (in the form of the mifepristone pill) was approved by
Health Canada in 2015, I pushed for public funding for the drug in Nova Scotia as chair
of the Halifax chapter of Women’s Legal Education and Action Fund (leaf). Eventually,
public coverage of mifepristone became policy not only in Nova Scotia but in nearly
every province and territory in the country. My nursing career led me to frontline abortion care in Nova Scotia, one of the only provinces with a nurse-led, toll-free, centralized
self-referral phone line to arrange for aspiration or medication abortion. With clinical
and academic colleagues at Dalhousie University, I co-created the first interprofessional
health education course in Canada devoted to the subject of abortion. Abortion is, to
me, one of the most captivating aspects of Canadian history. But abortion is only one
part of reproductive health and justice.
I started working in advocacy for reproductive health for people in prison in 2012.
While listening to cbc Radio one morning, I heard Julie Bilotta’s story, and it immedi-
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ately shifted the course of my life. Bilotta was forced to give birth in a solitary confinement cell at the Ottawa-Carleton Detention Centre in September of that year. She was
taken to the hospital and separated from her baby, then returned to prison, unable to
touch him, nurse him or parent him. When I heard about Bilotta, I was holding my
first baby, safe, at home. I felt the same rage about Bilotta’s mistreatment I felt about
denied access to abortion: it was the same problem of gendered control and oppression.
I reached out to friends and colleagues — doulas, nurses, lawyers — and we started
an organization in Nova Scotia called Wellness Within: An Organization for Health
and Justice, committed to safeguarding the reproductive rights of people experiencing
criminalization.
Our first project was to gain security clearance at the provincial jail and federal prison in Nova Scotia to provide volunteer doula support. Doulas are nonclinical support
people who provide companionship, advocacy, information and comfort to people in
pregnancy, labour, birth and postpartum. Perhaps, we thought, if Bilotta had had a
doula, she would not have been so mistreated. There are doula programs in prisons
in several US states, and research has found the presence of doulas improves clinical
outcomes (Shlafer et al. 2021; Stanley et al. 2015). We believed the doula role in our
organization had to be unpaid, nonprofessional volunteer work, an act of solidarity
and humility, not an act of charity or paternalism. We did not want to receive financial
compensation from or be helpful to the prison system; we morally opposed it.
Through this work, I went from being a volunteer escort at an abortion clinic to a
companion for pregnant people in prison — this transition made sense to me, like following along a continuum. What I saw in the prisons directed me towards more intentional prison abolition work. I shifted my career from health policy and management
to clinical nursing practice and research and began writing about how nursing could
contribute to abolition (Paynter, Jefferies and Carrier 2020; Paynter et al. 2021). Like
abortion, prison abolition is a critical element of reproductive justice.
Abortion has long been a white feminist project, dominating discussion about reproductive rights and crowding out concern for other violations, including the rights of
incarcerated parents and their children, who are disproportionately Black, Indigenous
and people of colour. Women of colour developed the concept of reproductive justice
to encompass the breadth of social issues that must be addressed to safeguard reproductive freedom, and to actualize reproductive rights as human rights, when racism
and other types of intersecting oppressions fiercely control and limit opportunity (Ross
2006a; Silliman, Fried and Ross 2016). Women of colour also lead the work of prison
abolition. Exposing and dismantling racism is foundational to these two movements.
Feminism would gain relevance and effectiveness by addressing and dismantling the
racism of (white) feminist discourse and its centring of abortion above all else. As Black
feminist Mikki Kendall (2020, 6) critiques, “There’s nothing feminist about having so
many resources at your fingertips and choosing to be ignorant.”
The term “reproductive justice” was first coined in summer 1994 by twelve “found-
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ing mothers”: Toni M. Bond Leonard, Reverend Alma Crawford, Evelyn S. Field,
Terri James, Bisola Marignay, Cassandra McConnell, Cynthia Newbille, Loretta Ross,
Elizabeth Terry, “Able” Mable Thomas, Winnette P. Willis and Kim Youngblood (Bond
2001; Black Women for Reproductive Justice 2012a, 2012b). These Black leaders of the
reproductive rights movement were attending a conference in Chicago co-hosted by the
Illinois Pro-Choice Alliance and Ms. Foundation for Women where a President Clinton
proposal for universal health care was presented. The reform package inadequately covered issues of reproductive health and failed to address Black women’s needs. A few
months prior, many of these leaders had attended the United Nations International
Conference on Population and Development, where a Programme of Action was
adopted connecting reproductive rights, sustainable development, migration, health
and international cooperation (Ross 2006b; United Nations Population Fund 2014).
They envisioned US health care reform that addressed inequity and included full access
to sexual and reproductive health services.
Having raised $40,000 and collected 836 endorsements from prominent Black women, the Women of African Descent for Reproductive Justice, as the group was known,
published full-page ads in the Washington Post and Roll Call, and held a press conference in Washington, DC, to launch their counterproposal for reform. They demanded
that reproductive freedom be recognized as “a life and death issue for many Black women” deserving “as much recognition as any other freedom” and that reform to health
care include not only abortion funding but a full spectrum of sexual and reproductive
care (Williams 2019, 1). Their statement shifted the discourse forever after, cementing
reproductive justice as integral to human rights and social justice movements.
Like the Black feminist theory of intersectionality (Crenshaw 1989; Collins and Bilge
2020), reproductive justice recognizes how intersecting oppressions including racism
and sexism affect how rights are experienced — or denied. In 2005 Asian Communities
for Reproductive Justice published a visionary treatise on reproductive justice that expanded its meaning:
We believe reproductive justice is the complete physical, mental, spiritual, political, economic, and social well-being of women and girls, and will be achieved
when women and girls have the economic, social and political power and resources to make healthy decisions about our bodies, sexuality and reproduction for ourselves, our families and our communities in all areas of our lives. (2)

Many of the founding mothers, Asian Communities for Reproductive Justice and
other grassroots organizations would go on to found SisterSong Women of Color
Reproductive Health Collective in 1997. Based out of Atlanta, Georgia, SisterSong remains the leading voice internationally in reproductive justice work.
Moving far beyond the right to abortion, contraception and reproductive health care
services, reproductive justice includes rights to bodily autonomy, to participate in safe
and fairly compensated sex work, to live free from sexual violence, to self-define our
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gender identity and express our gender freely, to determine the size and makeup of
our families, to not have children, to have children and to parent children in safe and
sustainable communities without fear of colonial and racist state violence (Ross and
Solinger 2017).
This latter part is specifically how prison abolition is connected to reproductive justice.
Incarceration is an enduring institution of colonial and racist state violence (Lumsden
2016; Palacious 2016). While the Indian Residential School regime in Canada ended
in 1996 (Truth and Reconciliation Commission 2015; Union of Ontario Indians 2013),
the contemporary prison system is a continuation of cultural genocide (MacDonald
2016; Puljak 2015). In Canada, although Indigenous people make up less than 5 percent
of the population in the country (Health Canada 2020), one-third of people in prisons
are Indigenous. The disproportionality is higher still for Indigenous women, who make
up nearly 50 percent of women behind bars (Office of the Correctional Investigator
2021).* Indigenous people are incarcerated at earlier ages, receive harsher sentences,
are classified at higher levels of security and experience more harms, including solitary
confinement, than white people in prison (Cardoso 2020; Native Women’s Association
of Canada 2017).
Black people are also disproportionately incarcerated. Although race-disaggregated
data collection in the justice system is decidedly lacking, what data is available is striking. A research team led by Dr. Akwasi Owusu-Bempah found that 12.8 percent of men
and 7.1 percent of women incarcerated in Ontario in 2010 identified as Black (OwusuBempah et al. 2021), despite Black people comprising only 4.7 percent of the Ontario
population (Statistics Canada 2019b). Black people in Ontario are also remanded more
often to pretrial custody and spend longer periods in remand in comparison to white
people (Mehler Paperny 2017). In Nova Scotia the situation is even worse: Black people
make up 11.1 percent of admissions to provincial corrections (Mark Furey, personal
communication, October 3, 2018) but only 2.4 percent of the population (Statistics
Canada 2019b). At the federal level, Black people make up 7.2 percent of people in
prison (Public Safety Canada 2020) but comprise 3.5 percent of the general population
in Canada (Statistics Canada 2019b). Disproportionate and longer periods of incarceration obviously affect reproductive rights and the ability to create a family and care
for children.
As US political scientist Rachel Roth (2017, 1) has described, “Every dimension of
reproductive justice is negatively affected by imprisonment —from access to abortion
and basic medical care to maintain one’s health and fertility to the ability to form and
maintain relationships with one’s children.” All people experiencing criminalization face
threats to reproductive justice. Incarcerated people experience strip searches (Shakur
1988), sexual assault and trauma, restricted health services, delays and interruptions in
creating their families, and separation from their babies and loved ones (Hayes, Sufrin
*

In this book I have endeavoured to use gender-inclusive language; however, available statistics are
often specifically collected and published as pertaining to women.
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and Perritt 2020). These harms are all amplified by racism and the disproportionate
incarceration of Black and Indigenous people. There can be no reproductive justice or
racial justice while incarceration persists.
Prison abolitionists recognize the prison system is ineffective and nonrehabilitative.
It perpetrates violent harm, including physical assault and injury, emotional torment
and mental illness, malnutrition and eating disorders (Davis 2003; Ling 2021). Harm
cannot be remedied through more harm (Kaba 2021). Prison is exploitative and fundamentally unfair (Prison Research Education Action Project 1976; Gilmore 2007).
Prisoners work for poverty wages and face inflated prices for phone calls and canteen
items. Prison is also exceedingly expensive for the public: it costs over $80,000 per year
to incarcerate one woman. Keeping someone in solitary confinement costs half a million dollars per year (Office of the Parliamentary Budget Officer 2018). Those are tax
dollars that could be invested in a host of positive social programs, including education,
housing, income support and health care.
Prison abolitionists acknowledge the rootedness of incarceration in racism and colonialism, and the intergenerational cycle of trauma the prison system perpetuates. They
advocate for the destruction of prisons and the creation of compassionate, evidencebased, community-led solutions to the drivers of criminalization: poverty, trauma and
white supremacy. As Dr. Angela Davis (2003, 106) wrote, “The first step, then, would
be to let go of the desire to discover one single alternative system of punishment that
would occupy the same footprint as the prison system.” Prison abolitionists urge imagination and complexity in thinking about alternatives.
Just one part of prison abolition, a part I can play a useful role in as a reproductive
health nurse, is advancing sexual and reproductive health care and education, prioritizing people who experience criminalization. In the fall and winter of 2019–20, before
the pandemic hit, I was hired by the Canadian Association of Elizabeth Fry Societies
(caefs) to facilitate workshops about reproductive health in each of the federal prisons
designated for women across Canada. The workshop project started with a call from
Senator Dr. Yvonne Boyer. In 2017 Senator Boyer, a Métis nurse, lawyer and professor,
and Dr. Judith Bartlett, a Métis physician, wrapped up an external inquiry into allegations of forced sterilization of Indigenous people in Saskatoon. Senator Boyer was concerned that incarcerated people may have missed the opportunity to provide testimony
to the inquiry because of their incarceration, the cost of calling her office from prison,
they had not received word the inquiry was happening or they did not know what sterilization was. In collaboration with Senator Boyer, caefs staff and Indigenous Elders
from several Nations, we developed a workshop covering the issue of sterilization but
also, more generally, reproductive justice for people in prison.
While Canada has an extensively chronicled history of abortion, the scholarship about
reproductive health for incarcerated people is thin. To create the workshops, I drew on
the Canadian health research of Dr. Fiona Kouyoumdjian, Dr. Claire Bodkin, Dr. Ruth
Elwood Martin, Dr. Jessica Liauw and Dr. Allison Carter Ramirez and legal-criminol-
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ogy scholars including Dr. Adelina Iftene, Dr. Gillian Balfour, Dr. Jennifer Kilty, Dr.
Justin Piché, Jessica Hutchison and Kaliyah Miller. I incorporated theoretical work on
reproductive justice and prison abolition in the United States from Critical Resistance
(2004) as well as Dr. Angela Davis, Loretta Ross, Dr. Rachel Roth, Dr. Dorothy Roberts,
Dr. Ginette Ferszt, Dr. Rachel Hardeman, Dr. Chenelle Jones, Alexa Kolbi-Molinas, Dr.
Jamila Perritt, Dr. Renita Seabrook, Dr. Rebecca Shlafer, Dr. Carolyn Sufrin, Andrea
Ritchie and Dr. Ruth Wilson Gilmore, among many others. I juxtaposed these theories
and movements with legal cases from Canada and human rights law. The workshops
became about sharing the stories that made a difference in reproductive health, rights
and justice.
Participants in the workshops deeply understood reproductive justice and abolition
and described the relevance of the movements to their lives. They named the injustice
of generations of their families experiencing state interference in family life, from residential schools to foster care to imprisonment. As one participant said, “The water in
First Nations, that’s about to reproductive health — it’s impossible to enjoy the idea of
having children and raising them in a safe way when the water is brown” (Paynter 2021,
17). They felt their bodies under constant threat and surveillance in the prison system.
They required permission for everything. Their bodies were not theirs to govern. They
felt the reproductive injustice of being denied the right to hug and hold. For the same
reason abortion is central to feminism — it is a necessity for bodily autonomy — feminism should include prison abolitionist ethics. Incarceration is incompatible with the
right to bodily autonomy.
Workshop facilitators travelled to each of the five federal English-language institutions for women: Truro, Nova Scotia; Kitchener-Waterloo, Ontario; Maple Creek,
Saskatchewan; Edmonton, Alberta; and Abbotsford, British Columbia (BC). We facilitated workshops with over two hundred people. When the project was finished, I wrote
a report for caefs with recommendations for action based on what participants had
shared (Paynter 2021). The workshop tour was one of the most important experiences
in my life. I saw prison spaces infrequently seen by the public and I learned so much
from the people inside.
The legal cases we shared in the workshop were stories of resilient, everyday individuals who pushed major changes in public attitudes and formal changes to the law.
Told like stories, these cases reached people, making reproductive justice relatable and
accessible. After the workshop tour, I wanted to write a book to share the same kinds
of stories with the public. I think of each of the twenty-three stories in this book as
enough to change a reader’s perspective about current priorities for reproductive rights
activism, to ensure it includes queer parenting, fertility treatment, environmental sustainability and abolition of the carceral systems of child protection and prisons. All the
stories here have a legal conflict, but there is much more to the stories than the litigation
— and there is so much more to progress than legal decisions that favour reproductive
rights. To me, these stories shift the very meaning of reproductive freedom in Canada
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from abortion access to complete autonomy over one’s body and decisions about childbearing and parenting.
Those of us working in reproductive health, as activists, teachers, lawyers, health
care professionals, policy-makers or even voters, should be using reproductive justice
to identify and examine how reproductive freedom is supported and constrained in
Canada. Canada has a deep history of reproductive oppression, most evident in the
persistent control of Indigenous communities. Reproductive oppression erases the person, their sovereignty over their body, their life and their future. This country also has
a strong history of reproductive liberation. The Constitution Act enacted in 1982, and
in particular the Charter of Rights and Freedoms contained therein, advanced and affirmed human rights, including bodily autonomy and gender equality. Criminal law in
Canada is under federal jurisdiction, and it is not easily or arbitrarily changed when an
antichoice politician is elected. Canada has no laws limiting access to abortion. And
the Canada Health Act of 1985 made health services, with some troubling exceptions,
a public responsibility to fund and organize. These laws provide a resilient base for defending reproductive rights.
For all this strong foundation, the key moments and people in Canada’s reproductive health history are not commonly known. People in Canada are bombarded by US
news, and many people will know exactly what pundits mean when they talk about Roe
v. Wade, but similarly critical court cases in Canadian history do not roll off the tongue.
Even those of us who are deeply engaged in abortion work are unlikely to make connections between the reproductive health care we provide and fights to defund the police
and child protection services, to preserve freshwater supplies and to end discrimination
against noncitizens. But making those connections will make us better at our work; it
is a best practice for organizing. In her landmark abolitionist text Golden Gulag, Dr.
Ruth Wilson Gilmore (2007, 7) wrote, “It is not only a good theory in theory but also a
good theory in practice for people engaged in the spectrum of social justice struggles
to figure out unexpected sites where their agendas align with those of others.” Building
relationships between movements for social justice amplifies our likelihood of success
and nourishes us through interconnectedness in struggle and support.
The cases that have shifted reproductive justice and prisoner rights in Canada are often fought by anonymized and marginalized people in court, then written up in opaque
case law that is inaccessible to the general public and those who need to know it most,
including youth, students and marginalized and criminalized individuals. These stories
and the people involved in them are fascinating, enraging and radicalizing. They need
to be known. Canada needs a repertoire of content affirming how reproductive rights
got to where they stand now, laying bare what is missing and directing future action
towards substantive reproductive freedom. In this book I have placed the legal cases in
context with broader discussions about human rights, racial justice, economic justice,
environmental justice and gender equity — because reproductive health and freedom
are far more complex than the outcomes to be found in case law alone.
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This book tells just some of the stories behind some of the changes to reproductive
health and justice in Canada. It is beautifully accompanied by images created by Nova
Scotia artist Julia Hutt. Sometimes the protagonists in these stories collaborated with
Julia in the designs. I know some of these people personally, but I have tried to only use
public information in crafting this book. All these stories have previously been written
about by scholars, journalists and even the protagonists themselves, whom I cite directly and aim to amplify. All these stories can be explored in greater depth by examining
publicly available sources in the reference list. This is the first time these stories have
been collected together to show the connections between them and to argue they have
shaped the trajectory of reproductive health and justice in Canada.
This book is not by any means a complete picture of reproductive health law or cases
in Canada. These stories shook me and direct what I do and how I do it: research, teaching, advocacy and clinical practice in abortion care, prison abolition and reproductive
justice. I hope I did justice to the people I write about, and I dedicate this book to them.
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